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S1. FORMAL DEFINITION OF THE NDFT
Let us give the mathematical definition of f̂ , the d
dimensional discrete NDFT of a signal f , for sample
locations (ri ∈ [− 12 ;
1
2 )






f̂j exp(−2iπkTj ri) (S1)
You can find more details about this in [1].
S2. DENSITY COMPENSATION BIAS CORRECTION
If we simply apply the density compensation
to recover the naive reconstruction of the k-space,
SHFHΩdNy, the obtained image has a scalar multiplica-
tive bias. We correct this bias in the density compensa-
tion weights by simply computing it for an image with
values 1 and dividing the density compensation weights
by this bias bd:
bd = FHΩdNFΩ1 (S2)
S3. 3D TRAJECTORIES
Radial Spiral
Fig. S1: Schematical illustration of the 2 k-space trajec-
tories considered in this work for 3D imaging. Each of
them uses 100 spokes and has a total of 64k measure-
ments stacked 176 times across the additional dimen-
sion (here only 5 stacks are represented).
S4. TRAINING DETAILS
The training is done with a compound `1 - Multi-
scale SSIM [2] loss as advised by the winners of the
2019 fastMRI challenge [3]. We used the Rectified Adam
optimizer [4] with default parameters from the Tensor-
Flow implementation1 and a learning rate of 10−4. We
1tensorflow.org/addons/api_docs/python/tfa/
optimizers/RectifiedAdam
TABLE I: Training times in hours (h) for the different
networks in the different settings.
Model Single-coil 2D Multi-coil 2D Single-coil 3D
U-net on Adjoint + DC 8 h 20 h 22 h
NC-PDNet 24 h 34 h 196 h
used a batch size of 1, in order for the models to fit on
a single V100 GPU with 32GB of memory. For the 2D
settings, we used 100 epochs for training (97.3k gradient
steps), where an epoch is defined as seeing one slice
of each volume in the dataset. For the 3D setting we
used 8 epochs for training (∼26k gradient steps). For
the fastMRI data, the k-space is scaled up by a factor of
106 as per [5]. We scaled the OASIS data by a factor of
10−2. The training times for the different networks in the
different settings can be found in Tab. I.
S5. ADDITIONAL QUALITATIVE RESULTS
In Fig. S2, for the spiral acquisition, as was hinted by
the quantitative results in Tab. I in the main text, we can
see that the difference between the NC-PDNet and U-net
with DC is harder to grasp.
In Fig. S3, we can see that for the spiral acquisition,
there is virtually no difference between the U-net and
NC-PDNet’s results. We could say that the error map is
slightly flatter in the NC-PDNet case.
The Fig. S4 illustrates the reconstructions obtained for
the 3D setting with a stack of radial acquisition.
We advise the reader that, in the case of the spiral
acquisition in Fig. S5, the non-flatness in the error map
comes from areas outside of the organ and are due to
artifacts in the ground truth.
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Fig. S2: 2D single-coil spiral acquisition (knee fast MRI dataset): Reconstruction results for a specific slice (16th
slice of file1001184, part of the validation set). The top row represents the reconstruction using the different
methods, while the bottom one represents the absolute error when compared with the reference.
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Fig. S3: 2D multi-coil spiral acquisition (knee fast MRI dataset): Reconstruction results for a specific slice (16th
slice of file1000000, part of the validation set). The top row represents the reconstruction using the different
methods, while the bottom one represents the absolute error when compared with the reference.
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Fig. S4: 3D stack-of-stars acquisition (OASIS dataset, T1 contrast): Reconstruction results for a specific slice
(101st slice of sub-OAS30001 ses-d0129 run-01 T1w, part of the validation set). The top row represents the
reconstruction using the different methods, while the bottom one represents the absolute error when compared
with the reference.
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Fig. S5: 2D multi-coil spiral acquisition: Reconstruction results for a specific slice (6th slice of
file brain AXFLAIR 200 6002447) from the brain fastMRI dataset with networks trained on knee data. The
top row represents the reconstruction using the different methods, while the bottom one represents the absolute
error when compared with the reference.
